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Note: The emergence of the Omicron variant occurred after forecasts were finalised. Omicron increases the risk of new restrictions on activity and renewed supply chain disruptions.   
At this stage it is too uncertain to judge the economic impact, only that it adds to the risk of “stagflation” (slowing growth and rising inflation) for the global economy.

Infographic: A snapshot of the world economy in December 2021 
Marketing material

Source: Schroders as at December 2021. 
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The US consumer recovery has been
rapid but unbalanced

Most emerging market (EM) central banks
have been forced to hike interest rates in
response to above-target consumer inflation,
with higher food prices a key driver

We think that inflation will subside 
during the course of 2022 as food 
and energy price trends improve

This chart illustrates the expected easing
of the Food and Agriculture Organization’s
(FAO) Food Price Index, tracking price
trends of key food commodities

US consumer key to global growth and inflation outlook in 2022 Read article here

Higher food prices contributed to emerging market rate hikes Visit our Insights page here

The US consumer recovery

Higher food inflation has surprised markets, but should fall in 2022
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Source: Refinitiv Datastream, Schroders Economics Group, as of 25 November 2021.

US retail sales (nominal, i.e. not adjusted for inflation)
US retail sales (real)
US total consumer spending (real)
US consumer services spending (real)                        Recession

Source: Refinitiv Datastream, Schroders Economics Group, as of 01 December 2021.
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View at a glance: Schroders’ GDP growth forecasts
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Nominal retail sales are up some 20% 
 versus pre-pandemic levels

While spending on goods has soared   
Covid restrictions have also meant 
 that spending on services has been muted

High goods demand is creating 
 supply chain disruptions and 
 pushing up prices

Central banks will likely  
react to higher inflation   
by withdrawing   
some policy support 2020 2021

20%

Despite this, interest rate hikes 
 that have already been delivered  
will hit economic activity
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